Lovely Evening

Traditional German Canon

Arranged by Ruth Morris Gray

Part I

Trad., alt.

Performance time: ca. 2:00

*Also available: SAB (CGE256); Performance/Accompaniment CD (CGECD104).
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ding, dong, ding, dong, ding.

O how

love - ly is the eve - ning, is the

eve - ning, When the bells are sweet - ly

When the bells are sweet - ly
I
\[\text{ring - ing, sweet - ly ring - ing, } \text{*Ding,} \]

II
\[\text{ring - ing, sweet - ly ring - ing, } \text{*Ding,} \]

I
\[\text{dong, ding, ding, } \text{dong, ding, ding,} \]

II
\[\text{dong, ding, } \text{dong, ding, } \text{dong, ding,} \]

27
\[\text{dong, ding. } \text{O how love - ly is the} \]

II
\[\text{ding, dong, ding, } \text{dong,} \]

*Close to ‘ng’ throughout.
I

evening, is the evening. When the

II

O how

bells are love-ly ring-ing, sweet-ly

is the evening, is the

bells are sweet-ly ring-ing, sweet-ly

ring-ing, Ding, dong, ding,

evening, When the bells are sweet-ly
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